EOS imaging versus current radiography: A health technology assessment study
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Abstract

Background: EOS is a 2D/3D muscle skeletal diagnostic imaging system. The device has been developed to produce a high quality 2D, full body radiographs in standing, sitting and squatting positions. Three dimensional images can be reconstructed via sterEOS software. This Health Technology Assessment study aimed to investigate efficacy, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of new emerged EOS imaging system in comparison with conventional x-ray radiographic techniques.

Methods: All cost and outcome data were assessed from Iran’s Ministry of Health Perspective. Data for clinical effectiveness was extracted using a rigorous systematic review. As clinical outcomes the rate of x-ray emission and related quality of life were compared with Computed Radiography (CR) and Digital Radiography (DR). Standard costing method was conducted to find related direct medical costs. In order to examine robustness of the calculated Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratios (ICERs) we used two-way sensitivity analysis. GDP Per capita of Islamic Republic of Iran (2012) adopted as cost-effectiveness threshold.

Results: Review of related literature highlighted the lack of rigorous evidence for clinical outcomes. Ultra low dose EOS imaging device is known as a safe intervention because of FDA, CE and CSA certificates. The rate of emitted X-ray was 2 to 18 fold lower for EOS compared to the conventional techniques (p<0.001). The Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio for EOS relative to CR calculated $50706 in baseline analysis (the first scenario) and $50714, $9446 respectively for the second and third scenarios. Considering the value of neither $42146 as upper limit, nor the first neither the second scenario could pass the cost-effectiveness threshold for Iran.

Conclusion: EOS imaging technique might not be considered as a cost-effective intervention in routine practice of health system, especially within in-patient wards. Scenario analysis shows that, only in an optimum condition such as lower assembling costs and higher utilization rates, the device can be recruited for research and therapeutic purposes in pediatric orthopedic centers.
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Introduction

Advances in new technologies have significantly changed the face of medical devices. In addition, new technologies and modern medicine today are so entwined with each other that without these technologies physicians encounter difficulty in treating and diagnosing the diseases. For diagnostic procedures, part from being cost effective in comparison with treatment in advanced stages of a disease, lack of essential accuracy and sensitivity to select tech-
Technologies in this area can impose a significant financial burden to health system.

EOS imaging system is a novel technique that contains two parts; EOS that creates the whole body image in a standing position and two-dimensional form using low-dose, and Ster-EOS that converts the data to three-dimensional (3D) in standing position. This system consists of two X-ray tubes and two detectors that move up to down in a vertical chamber and takes patients’ pictures from Frontal and Lateral positions. The imaging can be both, partial or whole of the body and it takes around 15 to 20 seconds to scan the entire body. EOS imaging can be done in standing, sitting and reclining position (1). Because, conventional radiology imaging systems such as the Computed Radiography (CR) and Digital Radiography (DR) has problems such as inability of full body imaging and specifying patients’ Skeletal status which is vital for orthopedic specialists, inability of three-dimensional imaging, and inevitability to take images from different views in distinctive times for accurate diagnosis of bone losses with high-dose. It is essential to have an assistant system to optimize imaging process and diminish current risks and problems. As a result, Ster-EOS software was added to EOS system with the ability of creating 3-Dimensional images and detection of patients’ skeletal status (1). From Iranian policymakers’ perspective it is valuable to find whether the new emerged technology is cost-effective or not. This Health Technology Assessment study has been conducted to evaluate the muscle-skeletal EOS imaging system and compare it with the current diagnostic imaging techniques.

Methods

Through a systematic literature review the clinical effectiveness of EOS imaging system was compared with Computed Radiography (CR) and Digital Radiography (DR) (2). The Study population consisted of patients with any orthopedic condition. Related key terms (2D/3D EOS imaging, Low Dose Musculoskeletal Imaging, stereo-EOS) were searched across Medline (via PubMed and Ovid SP), the Cochrane library and All EBM Reviews, up to May 2013. In order to find out randomized clinical trial reports the clinical trial registries (Clinical Trials.gov, Trial register. nl and Trialsjournal.com) were searched.

Complementary search was performed in Google scholar, relevant orthopedic journals and the manufacturer’s home pages. Reference list of eligible studies were manually searched for relevant articles. Searches were not limited by date, language or study design. Two reviewers (AM and AV) independently reviewed all titles and abstracts. Any case of disagreement resolved by negotiations.

The Emitted Surface Dose (ESD) level and Dose Area Product (DAP) were employed as measures of radiation dose. Quality adjusted life years (QALYs) were considered as health related outcome. Furthermore, the image quality and workflow of device were compared as a criterion for efficacy.

We assessed the quality of eligible studies using different quality assessment tools. The quality assessment tool for diagnostic accuracy studies (QUADAS) (3) for original studies, CASP (4) and INAHTA (5) checklist for systematic review and HTA reports respectively. All steps were performed by one reviewer and checked by another.

Economic evaluation was done from the perspective of Iran’s Ministry of Health. Standard Costing analysis was used to calculate the unit-cost for each imaging service. To calculate the cost of capital goods, straight line depreciation method was used. We used no discount or annuitization for technology costs. But the model presented by McKenna’s study has employed 3% discount rate for modeling of side effect costs. This rate can be relevant for Iranian context (6). Two-way sensitivity analysis was accomplished to examine Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio in
uncertain conditions. Final conclusion about cost-effectiveness of new technology was driven based on threshold analysis.

**Results**

*Clinical effectiveness of EOS versus CR and DR*

We recognized 1497 records from electronic search and 4 extra records through hand search (Fig. 1). Of the 1501 titles, 40 full text articles were selected for screening. A total of 35 full-texts were excluded. After a double checked full text review, 4 papers and 1 HTA report realized as eligible for quality assessment.

Systematic review revealed the lack of well-designed studies on clinical effectiveness. Quality assessment of included studies depicted several limitations in study designs, population and selected outcome measures. The risk of bias was probable for all studies. Almost studies reported immediate outcomes such as radiation rate, image quality, work flow and patient comfort as the criteria for effectiveness. It is clear that none of these surrogate outcomes could not be translated to patient health or quality of life. Only McKenna’s study had used QALYs as outcome measure which was recognized as one and only patient's health related outcome in this regard (7). Health related quality of life and QALYs were measured based on the effect of X-ray exposure on four most probable cancers (8-
The average rate of emitted dose in current imaging techniques relative to EOS has been reported in the range of 2.15 (1) to 18.8 (11). However, the highest rate belongs to Kalifa’s study which has used earlier version of the device (11). It means that the new technology decreases x-ray emission to patient’s body from 2.15 to 18.8 fold lesser than conventional techniques.

Result of literature review showed that although the time of imaging process is lower for EOS system, but patients declared they feel discomfort inside the cabin then they estimated imaging time longer than digital radiography (1). Based on the study findings, other outcomes related to patient ease or comfort did not show significant preference to any of the technologies (1).

For Iranian context the only work which attempted to estimate life time costs of cancer was Haghighat’s study (12). In this PhD thesis researchers calculated relevant treatment costs of breast cancer from diagnosis to death. The Discount rate for costs and outcomes was 5 and 10 percent. Because of the absence of data for other three most frequent cancers which could cause by x-ray exposure, the life time cost estimated relative to the breast cancer. The relative value for calculation acquired from McKenna’s study (7). Estimated Cost of

Table 1. Direct average cost of new and current imaging techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-defined scenarios</th>
<th>EOS</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>DR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing, installing, set up and training costs</td>
<td>550000</td>
<td>95000</td>
<td>167500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual maintenance (Tube and Software costs)</td>
<td>38438</td>
<td>12813</td>
<td>25625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useful lifetime of medical equipment (year)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of delivered services per year (graph)</td>
<td>4159</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The maximum deliverable services per year (graph)</td>
<td>13824</td>
<td>8640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Cost-effectiveness Analysis results in pre-defined scenarios (US Dollar)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-defined scenarios</th>
<th>EOS</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>DR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emitted radiation dose (18.8), Euro value (41000 Rials), Annual throughput (4159)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20.85</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>QALY</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>QALY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>20.85</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emitted radiation dose (18.8), Euro value (41000 Rials), Annual throughput (4159)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20.85</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emitted radiation dose (2.15), Euro value (4100 Rials), Maximum Annual throughput</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20.82057</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cost effectiveness results

In first scenario we calculated the average cost of one radiography in both groups. According to data gathered from diagnostic imaging centers, Average cost of each radiograph was calculated based on mean annual production. The ratio of emitted radiation dose for EOS relative to the comparators (18.83, Kalifa’s(11)). Euro value in terms of Rials (41000) which is important in valuation of purchasing price of technologies. In the second scenario maximum service provision (throughput) was assumed in which the maximum capacity of each device considered according to manufacturer information. In the third scenario
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the ratio for radiation dose were changed from least emission rate (11) to most (1). Cost-effectiveness analysis result is showed in Table 2.

Discussion

Despite the complications linked to X-ray imaging, application of new technology still remains of great importance and increases in developing countries (13). The results of literature review proved the absence of well-designed RCTs and serious limitation in both quantity and quality of studies. Furthermore, none of relevant trials included health related outcomes, such as Health Related Quality of Life or Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs). Then the real impact of X-ray filming on patient's health remains questionable.

Our study did not find any significant difference in clinical effectiveness of Computed Radiography (CR) and Digital Radiography (DR), thus according to the Cost-Minimization Analysis CR is dominates DR, and considered as comparator to EOS. Unfortunately, with an opposite trend to this evidence, DR is increasingly imported into Iran's medical device market and is executed in the majority of diagnostic centers.

In this health technology assessment study, we considered per capita Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of year 2012 as the threshold for decision making about cost-effectiveness. According to the Iran’s National Accounts, the GDP per capita (2012) was 6815 US dollars. The cost-effectiveness threshold ranges from 6815 as lower limit, to 20445 as upper limit of decision rule. The ICER obtained from the first scenario showed that, cost per each additional QALY is larger than upper threshold of cost-effectiveness. Therefore, in this scenario, new technology is not cost-effective.

The calculated ICER in the first and second scenario (47538 USD) exceeded the threshold of cost-effectiveness and it illustrates, even with assumption of optimum efficacy level which reported in Kalifa's study (11), EOS cannot pass cost-effectiveness threshold and still remains as cost-ineffective intervention. It implies, the claim of manufacturers about dose lowering aspect of new technology might not be proven in real condition.

Sensitivity analysis of uncertainty in national currency indicated, even the value of Euro reduced by half (20000 Rials), the calculated ICER from first and second scenario cannot pass the upper limit of cost-effectiveness to prove EOS as a cost-effective intervention. We can conclude that even without international sanctions and strengthening the national currency which results in low acquisition cost of new technology EOS cannot be taken in to consideration.

Cost per QALY in third scenario reveals a high sensitivity of the cost-effectiveness of EOS technology on service throughput. On the other hand, if the device worked with maximum delivering capacity, and the market demand still is enough, cost per each additional QALY may decrease three times. This finding confirms Tobias’s (1) and McKenna’s conclusions (7). Since there are numerous imaging centers in Iran which can meet the large portion of market demand, as well as the inefficacy of EOS at in-patient settings, the maximum throughput assumption sounds unrealistic condition. Therefore introduction of new technology would provoke over supplying of diagnostic imaging services.

Conclusion

EOS imaging technique cannot be considered as a cost-effective intervention in routine practice of mentioned indications. However because of main benefits associated with the technology (dose reduction) in pediatric and pregnant patients, a limited number of the device for further investigations sounds to be justifiable. This conclusion is in line with NICE’s (The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence) report.
Health technology assessment of EOS imaging

Recommendations for future research

Due to the lack of evidence on clinical effectiveness of EOS imaging, it is recommended that studies to be conducted with proper design to ensure about additional benefits of this technology. Adequate information about health related outcomes especially for cancers within the country is the fundamental of all cost-effectiveness studies. These necessitate the attention of researchers in this area.

Limitations

The Lack of the appropriate information about prices and maintenance costs, lack of appropriate information about the costs of various cancers and quality of life associated with them, as well as the lack of appropriate databases on the incidence and prevalence of abnormalities of the spine, and some problems in accessing to complete articles were some important limitations of this study.
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